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solves the tragedy of Flight MH370 ?

***
Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370

Understanding the Tyranny of Terrorism

Dedicated to the memory of Michael Hastings
The Rolling Stones journalist who was murdered after discovering this story

Revolution in Kiev - War on Iran
_______________________________________
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Terrorism: systematic intimidation as a
method of governing or securing political or other ends
To properly understand the events surrounding
Malaysian Airlines ‘flight MH370’ on the 8th of March
2014, a person firstly has to realise that it was a
‘terrorist’ attack’. Now ‘terrorists’ do not hi-jack an
aircraft simply to fly it around until it runs out of fuel
and crashes; the hi-jacking has to have a ‘political’
agenda’.
To understand what this ‘political agenda’ was, one has
to consider why the aircraft was hi-jacked, and what
the target was to have been. General Wesley Clarke
gave us the ‘agenda’ in 2001, which was for America to
attack certain nations starting with Iraq and ending
with Iran. However there was a ‘further’ agenda, and
that agenda involved Russia and to be more specific,
the Ukraine.
The main impediment for any American attack on Iran,
is that Iran has treaties with two major world players;
China and Russia. There is another problem; Iran has
been aware of the impending attacks for over a decade
and has built defences to her front. She has however
been dependent on Russia to defend her back door.
Russia has been finding its ‘superpower’ status again,
and America has been endeavouring to stifle Russia’s
growth, especially in the military arena. Russia’s best
known naval base is Sevastopol on the Crimean
Peninsula on the Black Sea, which was part of the
Ukraine. The American political agenda has been to
win the Ukraine away from Russia, into the European
Union. This would have removed the Russian naval
base from the Russians and turned it over to the EU.
However, Russia would not have stood idly by and
permitted such political actions to go unheeded, so an
‘excuse’ would be required to place European and
American forces in the Ukraine. Those forces would
naturally be designated NATO. What was needed was a
‘suitable’ terrorist target which was not American, but
of a NATO member, that would permit an immediate
retaliatory reaction from that country and NATO. The
only possible ‘terrorist’ targets for this agenda at
this time were the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge, honeymooning in the Maldives.
Thus we have the motives for two political agendas,
attacking Iran and weakening Russia. There is also a
third agenda, and that is to separate China from Iran
and Russia. This third agenda was highlighted by ‘Air
Force 1’ being booked on the 3rd of March 2014, five
days prior to the ‘Terrorist attack’ which claimed the
lives of 153 Chinese nationals to fly to China on the
19th of March, 2014.
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/michelleobama-china-visit-march

*

The “Terrorist agenda” of MH370
The “terrorist” agenda was set when it was announced on the
8th of March 2014, that two ‘false’ passports were detected
within the group of passengers that boarded ‘flight MH370’. It
was also initially stated that there were ‘other’ suspects who
had also boarded ‘flight MH370’.
Now “terrorist” attacks involving aircraft are not new, they
date back to at least the 1960s when one remembers the hijacked passenger airliner that was landed at the Entebbe
Airport in Uganda, and subsequently rescued by Israeli
commandos, of whom the only casualty they suffered was
“Jonathon Netanyahu”, the older brother of Benjamin
Netanyahu. Then in the 1980s, there was a new form of

terrorism and aircraft, that being the “bomb” planted within
the luggage area and exploding in mid-flight and the most
recognised was the crash at Lockerbie in Scotland, of which
the “Americans” were extremely quick on the scene and took
total control of the investigation.
And then in 2001 there was the ultimate “terror” event that
was even given direct media coverage as “hi-jacked”
passenger aircraft were flown into the two towers of the World
Trade Centre, and Benjamin Netanyahu was there to say that
“this was good for Israel”! Of course there is little coverage of
the fact that Dick Cheney was “in charge” of American
“Military exercises” that supplied “cover” for this event.
This very same scenario was again in operation as the
Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 left KL International Airport on
8 March 2014 and then flew northeast over Malaysia and into
the South China Sea, into an area where America and Thailand
were holding “Military Exercises”, and then vanished!

Flight MH370 is the latest 911 terrorist attack

Matthias Chang, the former top political advisor to Prime
Minister Mahathir of Malaysia, noted that the bizarre
disappearance of MH370 coincided with the US-run Cobra Gold
and Cape Tiger military exercises – just as previous “disasters”
have mirrored suspiciously-timed drills and exercises:
http://www.veteranstoday.com/2014/04/04/mh370chang/
Whatever happened with the “commercial” radar that the
Malaysian Air Traffic Control were using to monitor Flight
MH370 entry into Vietnamese Air Traffic Control at 0121
hours, the Vietnamese Air Traffic Control in Ho Chi Minh City
waited 17 minutes before they inquired from Malaysian Air
Traffic Control as to the whereabouts of flight MH370. Malaysia
then claimed that the Malaysian Air Traffic Control then
requested another Malaysian Airlines aircraft in the vicinity to
try and contact Flight MH370, and that contact was raised at
0138 hours Malaysian time.
http://rt.com/news/156208-missing-plane-malaysia-report/

This is the media report from 10 March 2014:
According to Malaysia’s New Straits Times newspaper, contact
was briefly made with the aircraft before it vanished. It was
being flown by Captain Zaharie Ahmad Shah, a highly
experienced pilot, and first officer Fariq ab Hamid. ‘We
managed to establish contact with MH370 just after 1.30am
and asked them if they have transferred into Vietnamese
airspace,’ a pilot on another Malaysia Airlines flight told the
New Straits Times. ‘The voice on the other side could have
been either Captain Zaharie or Fariq, but I was sure it was the
co-pilot. ‘There were a lot of interference ... static ... but I
heard mumbling from the other end. That was the last time we
heard from them, as we lost the connection,’ he said.
So sometime after 0119 hours, Malaysian Air Traffic Control
has asked another aircraft in the region where Flight MH370
had vanished off their radar screen, to try and contact via
radio MH370, and there was some contact, sufficient for the
pilot of that aircraft to identify the voice of the 1 st Officer, Fariq
ab Hamid. Thus the supposed actual last radio contact with
Flight MH370 was at 0138 hours!
There is something very wrong with this story. If everything
had been normal, then Flight MH370 would have contacted the
Vietnamese Air Traffic Control, once they had moved out of
the Malaysian Air Traffic Controls area. This has not happened
for at least 17 minutes. Again, with the supposed contact
between the two Malaysian Airliners, the contact was not clear
and precise. Something is extremely wrong. If flight MH370
did have radio communication, then it should have logged in
with the Vietnamese Air Traffic Control.
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So at 0138 hours the Malaysians know something is
very wrong, but what are they doing about it?
Absolutely nothing! Why! Is this the same scenario that
occurred in America with 911?
*

Initial reports were that Flight MH370 had
crashed in the South China Sea
The initial reports of “Flight MH370” were that it had crashed
in the South China Sea. This is why the first week’s search for
the “missing” aircraft was north of Malaysia. However local
fishermen on the north side of Malaysia reported seeing a lowflying aircraft, which simply means the authorities were
informed and well aware that Flight MH370 had not crashed in
the South China Sea.
*
Authorities are also investigating several reports of locals
claiming to have seen the lights of a low-flying aircraft in an
area off the Malaysian coast, just below the Malay-Thai border.
It is this area which is now included in the widened search
area for missing Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370.
A fisherman who was in his boat at sea, says that at about
1.30am he saw the lights of a low-flying aircraft in the area of
Kuala Besar.
Azid Ibrahim told The Star newspaper in
Malaysia that the plane was flying so low that the lights were
‘as big as coconuts’. And another man, about 30km south of
Kota Bharu, is reported to have seen “bright white lights” from
what he thought was a fast-descending aircraft at about
1.45am on Saturday morning. He has since reported what he
saw to authorities after seeing the lights from his home that
evening.
*
In this search, both the Australian Sydney Morning Herald and
the New Strait Times reported on 10 March that the
Malaysian Government was being “assisted” by the FBI,
the American Federal Bureau of Investigation.
Boeing has joined an official US team investigating the
disappearance, saying it would act as technical adviser to the
US National Transportation Safety Board team already in
South-East Asia to offer assistance.
http://www.news.com.au/world/playboy-pilot-at-controls-ofmh370-had-a-track-record-of-inviting-pretty-passengers-intohis-cockpit-where-he-smoked-and-posed-for-snaps/storyfndir2ev-1226850952131
*
In other words, the “search for the missing Malaysian Airlines
flight MH370” is not a Malaysian government investigation but
a full on American investigation orchestrated by the FBI’s
CIRG!
The FBI members “assisting” the Malaysian Government
would have to have expertise in both ‘terrorism’ and
“hijacking”. This means they would belong to the FBI’s
“Critical Incident Response Group (CIRG)”.
To
understand exactly what type of person these FBI members
are, let me refresh what I had written about James F Yacone
and his involvement in the Aurora Theatre massacre in
Colorado in the article; “Fitzpatrick’s Law”
“Joe Quinn” of The Sott Report tells us that: The FBI
agent with the smirk in the above video is James F. Yacone. In
2011 he was named special agent in
charge of the FBI's Denver Division
by Director Robert S. Mueller III.
Before his Denver posting, Yacone
served as a section chief in the
Critical Incident Response Group
(CIRG),
which
involved
direct
management and oversight of the
FBI's national tactical program,
crisis negotiation program, and a
variety of mobility and crisis
response assets. The CIRG is
basically the military wing of the FBI
and it "works to successfully resolve critical incidents
worldwide."

Yacone was a natural choice for this position given his
background. He served eight years in the U.S. Army and is "a
decorated combat veteran". Specifically, he was directly
involved in the 1993 'Battle of Mogadishu' that inspired the
propaganda book and movie Black Hawk Down.
Once he got home, with blood all over his hands, Mr. Yacone
joined the FBI in 1995 and was first assigned to the
Philadelphia Division, where he investigated violent drug
trafficking organizations, organized crime, and financial
institution fraud. During his tenure with the CIRG, Mr. Yacone
was promoted to supervisory special agent and later unit chief,
deploying to multiple critical incidents and major investigations
around the world in support of the global fight against
terrorism.
Mr. Yacone served as an assistant special agent in charge of
the FBI Richmond Division's National Security Branch from
2007 to 2009. In addition to the counterterrorism,
counterintelligence, and intelligence programs, he also
implemented the FBI's new threat-based intelligence process
for two FBI field divisions.

This resume is written in the “Bureaucratic”
language. Let us see just exactly what it means!

Yacone served as a section chief in the Critical Incident
Response Group (CIRG), which involved direct management
and oversight of the FBI's national tactical program, crisis
negotiation program, and a variety of mobility and crisis
response assets. The CIRG is basically the military wing of the
FBI and it "works to successfully resolve critical incidents
worldwide."
Firstly the “FBI” is the “Federal Bureau of Investigation”, an
American federal body, and as such only has power in America
that relate to its “Federal powers”. The “FBI” does have
powers within American Embassies overseas, but again, once
the FBI steps outside those boundaries, the only powers they
possess are those of “Bluff and intimidation”.
“Yacone served as a section chief in the Critical Incident
Response Group (CIRG)”
What we have to consider here are those responsibilities that
rested with Yacone; as in ‘direct management’, FBI’s national
tactical program, crisis negotiation program, and ‘crisis
response assets’.
FBI Agent James Yacone now has connections to every
other major event within America that has occurred
since July 2012. The big question though is: was Agent
James F Yacone part of the FBI-CIRG team in Malaysia?

Boeing’s “Anti-terrorist” system
From a John Croft article in Flight Global: In 2006
Boeing announced the following:
“Boeing last week received a US patent for a system that,
once activated, removes all controls from pilots to
automatically return a commercial airliner to a predetermined
landing location.
The "uninterruptible" autopilot would be activated - either by
pilots, by onboard sensors or even remotely via radio or
satellite links by government agencies like the Central
Intelligence Agency, if terrorists attempt to gain control of a
flight deck.
Boeing says: "We are constantly studying ways we can
enhance the safety, security and efficiency of the
world's airline fleet.”
This announcement by Boeing is outdated. It is was not the
CIA that reacted to the missing Malaysian Airlines flight MH
370, but rather the FBI CIRG, ergo this component of the
CIA’s duties have now been transferred to the FBI.
So flight MH370, which has not issued any alarm, has deviated
from its proper flight path has had its transponder turned off
at 0107 hours, and all contact with this aircraft has been lost
by 0215 hours. There are only two possibilities for this
action; either the pilot of MH370 or a ‘government
agency like the CIA’ or more precisely the FBI CIRG in
response to its ‘support of the global fight against
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terrorism’.
action!

However, the pilots did not initiate this
*

Boeing’s ‘Anti-Terrorist system turns aircraft into
a ‘pilotless drone’
Boeing tells us that “once activated (the US patented system)
removes all controls from the pilots.” This means that the
Boeing 777 aircraft is now pilotless, or a more modern
concept would be a ‘Drone’.
Boeing tells us that the ‘US patented system’ then allows the
aircraft “to automatically return a commercial airliner to a
‘predetermined landing location’, or in fact any required
destination.
What Boeing doesn’t tell us is how such a
‘commercial airliner would be flown to that location or
destination. The answer is of course fairly obvious, external
pilots would have to take control of the ‘commercial airliner’ to
fly it to the required destination and then land the aircraft.
This means that such ‘commercial airliner’ would be turned
into a drone.
Again, Boeing tells us that “the "uninterruptible" autopilot
would be activated - either by pilots, by onboard sensors or
even remotely via radio or satellite links”. In the case of flight
MH370, it is quite obvious that the ‘uninterruptible” autopilot
was not activated by the pilots, or by ‘onboard sensors’, as
this would have been indicated to the Malaysian Air Traffic
Control, so that leaves only remote activation by either radio
or satellite links.
*

American involvement in the
hijacking of Fight MH370

We now have three pieces of information in regard to
American involvement in the ‘hi-jacking of Malaysian Airlines
‘Flight MH370:
1. As per Matthias Chang in reporting the ‘American Military
‘exercises’ with Thailand in the Gulf of Thailand just left of
where flight MH370 vanished from the Malaysian Air Traffic
Control’s radar screen
2. As per the news article printed in the New Strait Times on
the 10th of March 2014, we have the American FBI’s Critical
Incident Response Group ‘assisting’ in the investigation into
the ‘disappearance’ of flight MH370. Their initial assessment
of the situation was that flight MH370 must have crashed in
the South China Sea.
(3) As per Boeing’s announcement as to its aircraft being fitted
with US patented ‘Anti-terrorist’ hi-jacking systems that would
allow government agencies like the CIA/FBI to commandeer
any Boeing commercial aircraft.
The vital clue within this assessment is that had flight MH370
crashed in the South China Sea, then there would be no valid
reason for ‘the FBI’ to be assisting the Malaysian government
in the search for a ‘crashed aircraft’. Remember, their role is
to
“successfully
resolve
critical
(Terrorist)
incidents
worldwide”. Had flight MH370 crashed in the South China
Sea, the wreckage would have been found quickly and there
would have been no evidence of a ‘terrorist’ attack and thus
no need for the FBI CIRG to be assisting the Malaysian
government.
However, on 15 March 2014, that assessment changed
dramatically:

http://www.nytimes.com/2014/03/16/world/asia/series-oferrors-by-malaysia-mounts-complicating-the-task-of-findingflight-370.html?_r=2
This is the first real suggestion that a “terrorist” event had
occurred. Flight MH370 had been taken off course after it had
“vanished” on the commercial radar, but was still being
monitored by the Malaysian Military. That it took a week for
this information to be made public demonstrates a major
media blackout on aspects of this event.
The New York Times, suggests that it was a “series of
errors” by the Malaysian government that had created this
massive change in the search for the missing Flight MH370,
but that is not correct. Local fishermen had reported the “lowflying” aircraft off the north coast of Malaysia, and these
reports had been ignored. There had been a report of a
“crashed airline passenger” sighted in the Indian Ocean near
the Andaman Islands on 8 March 2014, within hours of Flight
MH370 going missing and that was also ignored by the FBI’s
CIRG!
*

What Raja Dalelah saw on 8 March 2014

Raja Dalelah, from Kota Tinggi in Johor said the plane she was
in was flying over the Indian Ocean when she saw a silvery
object on the ocean. The in-flight monitor in front her showed
that the aircraft was crossing the Indian Ocean. The last city
on the land mass showed Chennai.
‘I had seen several shipping liners and islands from my
window earlier. Then, I saw the silvery object. I took a closer
look and was shocked to see what looked like the tail and wing
of an aircraft on the water,’ she said. Raja Dalelah said she
took another look and was sure it was an aircraft in the
ocean. ‘I woke my friends in the flight but they laughed me
off.’
A pilot has also laughed off her claim. ‘Along any flight path,
especially a long-haul one such as between Jeddah and Kuala
Lumpur, the altitude of the plane will be maintained at around
35,000ft once it is in the air,’ said the pilot who wished to
remain anonymous. ‘This is roughly seven miles above sea
level. How can anyone see anything like a boat or ship on the
ground from so high up?’ he questioned.
http://www.thestar.com.my/News/Nation/2014/03/21/Woman
-reports-sighting-jet-Raja-Dalelah-Im-convinced-I-sawaircraft-near-Andaman-islands/
*

The real question is why would anyone ridicule
and ignore a positive sighting of an aircraft in the
water?
What was there to fear from actually
finding the wreck of Flight MH370?
*

The Asian replay of 911

By KEITH BRADSHER and MICHAEL FORSYTHE
MARCH 15, 2014
SEPANG, Malaysia — The radar blip that was Malaysia Airlines
Flight 370 did a wide U-turn over the Gulf of Thailand and then
began moving inexorably past at least three military radar
arrays as it traversed northern Malaysia, even flying high over
one of the country’s biggest cities before heading out over the
Strait of Malacca.
Yet inside a Malaysian Air Force control room on the country’s
west coast, where American-made F-18s and F-5 fighters
stood at a high level of readiness for emergencies exactly like
the one unfolding in the early morning of March 8, a fourperson air defense radar crew did nothing about the
unauthorized flight.

What you can see at 35,000 ft
What an ‘expert’ says
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Central Queensland University aviation expert Ron Bishop said
the continuing lack of debris from the jet pointed towards the
aircraft hitting the water intact. He said that if the aircraft
broke up at a cruising altitude, he would expect evidence of
items from the plane floating over a 15-20km expanse of
ocean.
If it exploded midair, all the seat cushions would float, paper,
magazines, anything made out of paper or wood would float,’
he said. ’If it impacted the water in one piece, it possibly
impacted at a high speed that drove everything into the water
and meant that nothing floated out. And if it did, it would just
be small stuff.
http://www.news.com.au/world/playboy-pilot-at-controls-ofmh370-had-a-track-record-of-inviting-pretty-passengers-intohis-cockpit-where-he-smoked-and-posed-for-snaps/storyfndir2ev-1226850952131
*

Corroboration for Raja Dalelah’s observations

Since there has been no reports of any aircraft crashing on
land in regard to the missing Flight MH370, then the obvious
place to suspect where the aircraft has gone down is in the
sea, but where, has always been the $64,000 question. This
news report gives us the answer:
An Adelaide-based exploration company believes it may have
located the wreckage of Malaysia Airlines Flight MH370,
5000km away from where authorities have been looking. The
company, GeoResonance, says its research has identified
elements on the ocean floor consistent with material from a
plane.
Six weeks have now passed since the plane disappeared and
extensive searches in the Indian Ocean have failed to locate
any wreckage. GeoResonance believes authorities have been
looking in the wrong place.
It started its own search for the missing aircraft on March 10.
‘The technology that we use was originally designed to find
nuclear warheads, submarines… our team in the Ukraine
decided we should try and help,’ David Pope from
GeoResonance said. The company surveyed over 2,000,000
square kilometres of the possible crash zone, using images
obtained from satellites and aircraft.
Scientists focused their efforts north of the flight’s last known
location, using over 20 technologies to analyse the data
including a nuclear reactor. They could not believe what they
found in the Bay of Bengal. ‘Our team was very excited when
we found what we believe to be the wreckage of a commercial
airliner,’ Mr Pope said.
Pavel Kursa from GeoResonance told 7News: ‘We identified
chemical elements and materials that make up a Boeing 777…
these are aluminium, titanium, copper, steel alloys and other
materials.’
An initial report was sent to authorities while the black box still
had two weeks of battery power. The team then verified its
findings by analysing images from the same area on March 5,
three days before the plane disappeared.
“The wreckage wasn’t there prior to the disappearance of
MH370,” Mr Pope said. The full report was delivered on April
15.
“We’re not trying to say that it definitely is MH370, however it
is a lead we feel should be followed up,” Mr Pope told 7News.
https://au.news.yahoo.com/sa/a/23036893/explorationcompany-believes-it-may-have-found-mh370/
*

Further media reports on location of MH370

http://news.ninemsn.com.au/national/2014/04/30/05/44/austr
alian-firm-ignored-over-mh370-wreckage-claim
http://www.cbsnews.com/news/malaysia-airlines-flight-370georesonance-wreckage-of-a-commercial-airliner-found/

The Americans however do not wish
to believe this report.
But GeoResonance’s claims are not supported by the majority
of aviation experts.
My blood is boiling. I’ve talked to the leading experts in
satellite capability in NASA, and they know of no technology
that is capable of doing this. I am just horrified that a
company would use this event to gain attention like this, Miles
O’ Brien, an aviation expert, told CNN.
This claim by Miles O’Brien is not correct. America has been
using similar satellite technology for over 20 years to map out
oil, gold and mineral deposits.

Who is GeoResonance?
What is it about GeoResonance that has frightened the
Americans so much? Let us look at the keywords within their
news article.
They are based in the Ukraine; their
technology is based on finding nuclear warheads and
submarines, and they use (Russian) satellite technology.
Do you think there is a possibility that they just may be
Russian Naval Intelligence? Now just exactly whose naval
base is at the Crimean city of Sevastopol on the Black Sea?
Have the Russians forgotten about the ‘Kursk incident’ on the
12th of August 2000, and the roles played by the USS Memphis
and USS Toledo? I doubt it!
In the initial reports of the ‘disappearance of flight MH370, it
was noted that the ‘aircraft’s transponder’ had been turned off.
That such an action is impossible within the cockpit of the
aircraft has not been made public, but it is a well known fact
for those within the aircraft industry. This means that the
initial actions to ‘isolate’ flight MH370 occurred outside of the
aircraft. http://www.liveleak.com/view?i=fa5_1397056178
*

Modern day communications technology
We look at the radio communications from within Flight
MH370, and it can be seen that even with the aircraft to
aircraft, radio communication that occurred at approximately
0130 hours on 8 March, 2014, that radio communication was
distorted and unreadable.
In other words, the radio
communications had also been disabled, as per the “antiterrorist” functions that Boeing had placed in its aircraft since
2006.
So in an aircraft that has been remotely “hi-jacked”, how does
the “aircrew” inform their superiors what has happened with
their plane? There are no radio communications whatsoever.
Any written report on paper or other form cannot be
guaranteed to survive, but there is a very modern piece of
equipment that almost every person possesses; the mobile
phone.
A “text” message can be written into a mobile phone, and then
set to be communicated whenever the mobile phone
establishes contact with a “telecommunications tower”.
Furthermore, such a message would remain within the
memory of the mobile phone and could be retrieved by any
investigation should the mobile phone be found.
Hamid’s mobile phone sent a message to somebody
when
MH370
passed
Penang!
http://www.nst.com.my/nation/ general/ call-traced-to-copilot-s-phone-1.562612
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This story released on the 12 April 2014 is
extremely telling:
KUALA LUMPUR: A CREW member of Malaysia Airlines flight
MH370 made a desperate call from his mobile phone as the
plane was flying low near Penang, the morning it went
missing.
The latest breakthrough in the ongoing criminal investigation
traced the source of the call to co-pilot Fariq Abdul Hamid's
phone.
The New Straits Times has learnt that investigators are poring
over this discovery as they try to piece together what had
happened moments before the Boeing 777-22ER twinjet
went off the radar, some 200 nautical miles (320km)
northwest of Penang on March 8.
*
What this tells us is that even though Flight MH370 was flying
at a low altitude of about 5,000ft to avoid ‘commercial’ radar.
It was however, still being tracked by the Malaysian Military
radar. It also tells us that MH370 was 200 nautical miles
northwest of Penang; that is heading towards the
Andaman Islands and not into the Indian Ocean west of
Australia.
*
Then there is this titbit:
“A different set of sources close to the investigations told the

NST that checks on Fariq's phone showed that connection to
the phone had been "detached" before the plane took off.
"This is usually the result of the phone being switched off. At
one point, however, when the airplane was airborne, between
waypoint Igari and the spot near Penang (just before it
went missing from radar), the line was 'reattached'.”
*
What this tells us supports other pieces of the story. For a
start, MH370’s 1st Officer, Fariq Ab Hamid is very much aware
that mobile phones normally do not work in aircraft as the
planes fly too high to establish contact with telecommunication
towers. This is why the phone was turned off prior to Fariq
entering flight MH370, which is normal procedure.
That Fariq’s mobile phone was turned on and thus connected
momentarily with the Penang telecommunication tower does
tell us that Fariq has broken with the normal protocols in
regard to mobile phones. We are also aware that Fariq knows
that he cannot make a mobile phone call so just exactly what
did he use his phone for? To send a text message of
course, and that is how it was established that Fariq’s mobile
phone established a connection with the telecommunication
tower at Penang.
Once 1st Officer Fariq Ab Hamid was aware that his aircraft had
been hijacked he and his fellow aircrew were powerless to
intervene, and once Fariq knew that, he then decided to leave
an account of exactly what had happened in case the crashed
aircraft was found and the phone recovered. He may also
have left a “farewell message” to his family and loved ones.
When 1st Officer Fariq switched his mobile phone on in the
middle of the South China Sea, it was not to make a telephone
call. It indicates that the cockpit crew were well aware that
they had been hijacked and all on board were to be murdered.
The question is, did 1st Officer Fariq survive the ‘hijacking, and
if so who else was alive in Flight MH370 when it re-crossed the
Malaysian Peninsula near Penang and headed out to the Bay of
Bengal? If there were people alive on this hijacked
aircraft, could they thwart the ‘terrorists’ plans?

Read this again!
“The Boeing 777-22ER twinjet went off the radar, some
200 nautical miles (320km) northwest of Penang on
March 8.”
Just exactly why did Malaysian Airlines flight MH370
‘vanish’ from the Malaysian Military radar?
What

normally causes a aircraft to ‘vanish’ off the radar?
How about that was exactly where flight MH370
crashed!
Now, where was it that Raja Dalelah said she saw a passenger
aircraft in the water? Where was it that GeoResonance said
they found evidence of an aircraft in the Bay of Bengal? The
same area that the Malaysian Military said they lost contact
with Flight MH370!

The murder of 239 people on board flight MH370
The below article by Mark Reynolds published on the 26 th of
March 2014 does provide some thinking material.
http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/466933/MalaysiaAirlines-Jet-passengers-were-knocked-out-at-45-000ft-inpilot-s-suicide-plunge

It is worthwhile studying each of these little
snippets to get a clearer picture of what we are
being told.
“Investigators are particularly puzzled by the altitude
the Boeing-777 was taken to shortly after take-off from
Kuala Lumpur on March 8.”
This piece is not correct. Flight MH370 was flying on its
normal route up until the last communications between this
aircraft and the Malaysian Air Traffic Control which was at
0119 hours. The main question here is exactly who are the
‘supposed’ investigators? Boeing tells us [Boeing has joined
an official US team investigating the disappearance, saying it
would act as technical adviser to the US National
Transportation Safety Board team already in South-East Asia
to offer assistance.]
[Think of how Australian investigators were on the
scene when the Bali Bombing occurred – ed. AI]
*
“After the last voice communication from the cockpit,
military radar tracked the jet at between 43,000ft and
45,000ft”
*
This piece of information is correct, but lacking in totality.
Please remember that this particular plane supposedly
‘vanished’ from Malaysian Air Traffic Control radar, when it
was on its correct course and altitude. It would also have
been tracked at this time by the Malaysian Military radar
stations.
However, once this aircraft’s transponders were ‘turned’ off,
something that cannot be done by the crew inside this aircraft,
then this aircraft climbed to an altitude between 43,000 and
45,000 ft. Now this information could only come from the
Military, as once the aircraft’s transponders were turned ‘off’,
then the Malaysian Air Traffic Control could not read the
aircraft’s altitude!
What this should have told the Malaysian Military was that
flight MH370 had been hijacked, and by an outside force. This
should have raised alarms all over, except that within the area
that MH370 had flown into were American Military exercises
being conducted with Thailand. So why did Flight MH370
ascend to 43,000 to 45,000 feet?
“An aviation expert said: ‘It was flying at this altitude
for 23 minutes before descending. Oxygen would have
run out in 12 minutes, rendering passengers
unconscious.”’
So, sometime after 0119 hours when there was the last
contact between Malaysian Air Traffic Control and Flight
MH370, this aircraft then climbed to 43,000–45,000 ft, and
maintained that altitude for 23 minutes, before descending to
about 5,000 ft. We are also informed that the oxygen supplied
via the oxygen masks would have run out after approximately
12 minutes, thus rendering the passengers and crew
unconscious.
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What we are not told is that it takes about three to five
minutes of being unable to breathe for a person to be
asphyxiated!
This was a deliberate case of “mass
murder”!
The so-called “aviation expert” is very well aware of this
fact. So please forget about “suicide” by the pilot or 1st
Officer, as the other crew members would have taken
immediate steps to overcome this situation. Not only
that, but for a “suicide” to have been on the agenda,
then MH370 would never have needed to climb to 4345000 ft and maintain that altitude for 23 minutes, as
all that would be needed for a “suicide” would be to
crash the aircraft.
This was a situation outside of the control of any person
within Flight MH370! No suicide and no on-board
terrorists!
Flight MH370 after being hijacked is supposedly tracked by
Malaysian Military radar bases at both Penang and Kota Bharu,
as this aircraft supposedly ascends to 43,000–45,000 ft, flies
at that altitude for 23 minutes, while it also turns around and
retraces it path back towards Malaysia, descending so as to fly
across Penang at approximately 5,000 ft so that the 1st
Officer’s
mobile
phone
can
be
detected
by
the
telecommunications tower at Penang, and then fly in a northwesterly direction until 0215 hours when it went off the
Malaysian Military Radar screen approximately 200 nautical
miles (320 km) northwest of Penang.
What is a Boeing 777 normal speed whilst flying at an
altitude of 5000ft? The Boeing 777 typically flies at around
200 knots (370km/h) below 5000 feet after takeoff.
http://www.skybrary.aero/index.php/B772
So with Flight MH370 flying at approximately 200 knots
(370Km/h) as it flies over Penang at 5,000, and maintains that
altitude to avoid primary radar until it reaches 200 nautical
miles north-west of Penang and crashes at 0215 hours, that is
a total of 54 minutes from when it had its last communication
with the Malaysian Air Traffic Control, and none of these
times actually work out!
Now with flight MH370 being hijacked in the South China Sea,
approximately 38 minutes into its flight, then it can be
reasonably presumed that it would take at least this amount of
time to be turned around, fly at an altitude of between 4345,000 feet for 23 minutes before descending to 5,000 feet to
fly over Penang, plus another 60 minutes flying at
approximately 200 knots to be 200 nautical miles northwest of
Penang when the Malaysian Military ‘lost’ radar contact with
this aircraft. The closer time for flight MH370 to vanish off the
Malaysian military radar is 0250 hours.
What does work out is that approximately 200 nautical
miles north-west of Penang are the Andaman Islands
where Raja Dalelah believed she saw a sinking aircraft.
If flight MH370 continued flying in this general direction, and
also taking actions to avoid radar detection from both India
and Sri Lanka, it would be on path to fly into the Maldives air
space where the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge are
holidaying.

What must be remembered is that the hijacking of
an aircraft is an act of terrorism. For such an act
to take place there must be a presumed target.
For such a hijacked aircraft to crash into the sea
prior to it reaching its intended target simply
means that somebody was able to thwart the
terrorist mission!

The clues to Flight MH370 being
a “terrorist” event

On Saturday 8 March, 2014, it was announced that two men
using stolen passports had managed to board Malaysian
Airlines Flight MH370. The report also suggested that there
were another two passengers with questions over their
identity. This story changed very quickly. The two “other
passengers” suddenly were no longer suspects.
On Monday 10 March 2014, Malaysia’s Civil Aviation Chief,
Azharuddin Abdul Rahman dismissed earlier reports that the
two were “Asian-looking”. He said, ‘They are not Asian-looking
men’.
Asked to elaborate, he added:
‘Do you know a
footballer by the name of [Mario] Balotelli?’
“The passenger manifest issued by the airline included the
names of two Europeans – Austrian Christian Kozel and Italian
Luigi Maraldi – who were not on the plane. Their passports had
been stolen in Thailand during the past two years. An Interpol
spokeswoman said a check of all documents used to board the
plane had revealed more “suspect passports” which were
being investigated.
http://www.channel4.com/news/malaysian-airlines-mysteryflight-mh370-search
Like most lies, this story died a natural death once the two
suspects were identified as Pouria Nour Mohammad
Mehrdad and Delavar Seyed Mohammad Reza.
The
trouble is that neither of these two “non-suspects” looked
anything like Mario Balotelli

The second man on the left is Pouria Nour Mohammad
Mehrdad, who used the stolen Austrian passport. The man on
the far right, Delavar Seyed Mohammad Reza, used the stolen
Italian passport:
http://backchannel.almonitor.com/index.php/2014/03/7881/te
rror-link-not-suspected-as-iranians-using-stolen-passportsidentified/#ixzz2xOlcy2Fm
So just exactly who was the supposed “terrorist/nonterrorist” described as a Mario Balotelli lookalike?
Mario Balotelli picture on the left Was this person also a
passenger on Flight MH370?
Both Pouria and Reza were identified after friends of the two
men approached Malaysian ‘authorities’ and explained their
situation. Both men had entered Malaysia using their correct
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Iranian passports, and had then used the “stolen passports” in
an attempt to enter Europe.
And of course the Malaysian authorities completely ignored the
various criminal aspects in regard to the trafficking of stolen
passports, in the crimes committed by those who supplied
these passports to the two Iranian men once they arrived in
Malaysia.
*

Stolen passports as per 911
At least five of the “Arab” terrorists who supposedly hi-jacked
the airliners that crashed in 911 were still alive the next day.
They had notified authorities when their passports had been
stolen, but that didn’t stop the authorities or the media from
claiming such people were ‘terrorists. With this in mind,
consider this media report on 12 March, 2014:
http://www.news.com.au/world/playboy-pilot-at-controls-ofmh370-had-a-track-record-of-inviting-pretty-passengers-intohis-cockpit-where-he-smoked-and-posed-for-snaps/storyfndir2ev-1226850952131
*
Two European names were on the passenger list for the
missing flight but neither Christian Kozel, an Austrian, nor
Luigi Maraldi from Italy, ever boarded the plane — instead two
passengers used their passports, which had been stolen from
the men in separate incidents in Thailand. A man who says he
is a friend of the two unidentified passengers has now told
how they were Iranian nationals who travelled to Kuala
Lumpur from Tehran several days ago.
According to London’s Daily Telegraph, the unnamed friend
told BBC Persia that the pair bought the stolen passports in
the Malaysian capital as well as tickets to Amsterdam via
Beijing. One of the men wanted to eventually end up in
Frankfurt, where his mother lives, while the other wanted to
travel to Denmark. BBC Persia’s UN correspondent Bahman
Kalbasi said he was told the pair were ‘looking for a place to
settle’.
Malaysia and neighbouring Thailand, where the passports were
originally stolen, host large and established Iranian
communities.
Now please consider exactly what we are being told! The BBC
has acquired all of this information from a friend of the two
Iranians. Who was this friend? How did he know so much?
Again the two Iranians had only arrived in Malaysia several
days ago, and that being the case, then exactly how much of
a friend was this informer?
Furthermore, exactly how did this friend know that the two
Iranians had bought the stolen passports in KL, as well as the
tickets to Amsterdam? For a start, these two Iranians had
travelled to KL on the purpose of continuing their trip to
Amsterdam, and thus it is not reasonable to believe that they
had purchased the two main requirements for such a trip in KL
half way through this journey!
Now let us consider the stolen passports. Neither of the two
Iranians could expect to simply order two stolen passports off
the shelf! The stolen passports had to be altered to show the
photographs of the new bearers of these passports, and then
put in a proper description including their birthdates. You
could not expect a 19 or a 26 year old to have a birth date on
their passport the same as the much older men who were the
original owners of these two passports.
And finally, consider this, if this story was correct, then
exactly how many people would the two Iranians have
told about their expected trip to Europe using stolen
passports? Please remember that these two men have
just recently arrived in KL and would have virtually
known no one else within the area they resided in KL.
So just exactly who was this friend who knew too
much?

This article continues with:

Earlier, the Financial Times reported that the duo’s tickets
had been arranged for by an Iranian known only as “Mr

Ali”. According to Thai police, his full name is Kazem Ali. A
travel agent in Thailand told the newspaper that Mr Ali first
asked her to book cheap tickets to Europe for the pair on
March 1. The tickets expired before Mr Ali called her again last
Thursday to rebook them on the missing Malaysia Airlines
flight. A friend of Mr Ali’s paid cash for the tickets.
Benjaporn Krutnait, owner of the Grand Horizon travel agency
in Thailand, said she had known the Iranian for about three
years and he had booked tickets through her agency before.
There is no evidence Mr Ali knew the two men were
travelling on stolen passports and, according to NBC News, he
has come forward to authorities after learning they were under
suspicion. He is currently believed to be in Iran.
*

Who was Kazem Ali?

We are told Kazem Ali is an Iranian. What a strange name for
an Iranian! Kazem Ali ordered the two tickets for ‘his Iranian
friends’, Pouria Nour Mohammad Mehrdad in the name of
the Austrian, Christian Kozel and Delavar Seyed
Mohammad Reza as the Italian, Luigi Maraldi, and then the
BBC, The Financial Times, and NBC News, all tell us that
there “is no evidence that Mr Ali knew the two men
were travelling on stolen passports!!!!
“NBC News also tells us that it was Mr Ali who came forward to
authorities after learning they were under suspicion.”
In other words, Mr Ali was ‘the friend’ who supplied the
authorities and the media with all of the required
information in regard to the two Iranian terrorists!
Then we have this information! “Mr Ali called her again
last Thursday to rebook them on the missing Malaysia Airlines
flight. A friend of Mr Ali’s paid cash for the tickets.”
What is this telling us? For a start, Mr Ali called and that
means a phone call, not an actual visit to the business. Then
another person, another friend, a friend of Mr Ali’s paid cash
for the tickets. That simply means there is no trace on who
actually paid for the airline tickets on Flight MH370. But what
we now know is that at least two people were involved in
purchasing those tickets; Mr Ali in KL and ‘his friend’ in
Pattaya. What is the possibility that it was Kazem Ali
and his friend in Pattaya that also obtained the ‘stolen’
passports?
*

How many tickets did Kazem Ali
buy for flight MH370?

“Authorities have made no comment on these reports
but Thai police are thought to have visited two Pattaya
travel agencies on Monday, who are believed to be
involved in selling the tickets.”
Earlier in this article we were informed that Benjaporn
Krutnait, owner of the Grand Horizon travel agency in
Thailand, said she had known the Iranian for about three years
and he had booked tickets through her agency before. There
is though no statement of exactly how many tickets for the
Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 were purchased through this
agency.
But what the next paragraph tells us is that Thai police are
believed to have ‘visited’ two Pattaya travel agencies on
Monday 10 March 2014 who are believed to be involved in
selling the tickets! What does this mean?
For a start it means that more tickets were purchased by Mr
Kazem Ali besides those for the two Iranians. So how many of
the tickets used by these five non-boarding passengers were
purchased by Kazem Ali and his friend in Pattaya?
There has been no further update on the five passengers who
checked in for flight MH370 but didn’t board the plane. They
had their luggage removed from the hold. Malaysian
Transport Minister Hishammuddin Hussein said they were
being investigated but he didn’t say whether this was
suspicious.
Aviation industry figures said five passengers failing to board
an international flight was not unusual. ‘To have that many
people — five to 10 — as no-shows is relatively common,
particularly if they are connecting from elsewhere,’ they said.
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The problems here are that these passengers checked in, that
is they were physically present at the checking in counter, and
their luggage was with them. Had these passengers been on a
missed connecting flight then neither they nor their luggage
would have been present! Were azem Ali and the Mario
Balotelli lookalike part of these ‘no-show passengers?
*

The planning for a “Malaysian” 911

An event such as the supposed terrorist hijacking of Malaysian
Airlines Flight MH370 does not happen overnight. There is an
immense
amount
of
thinking,
planning,
organising,
manipulating and preparations that has to take place. All of
these things must lead up to what is desired as the “Final
Outcome”. In this case, what is desired is an attack on
Iran!
One of the clues as to who was behind the planning of this
event is that who has been directing the various actors in the
aftermath, that is, who has been telling the Malaysian
authorities where to look and what to say, and in this case we
have the FBI sometimes called the Federal Bureau of
Investigation, which has no authority whatsoever to interfere
in Malaysian affairs, but they were there!
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/malaysia-airlines-mh370-pilotcaptain-shah-received-phone-call-stolen-number-hoursbefore-take-off-1441438
*
There are two accessories to this event that tells us how long
this event has been in planning and setting up, just like any
“Broadway Drama”.
The first is the use of “Jonti Roos” to meet the 1st Officer
Fariq Ab Hamid at the Thai International Airport, take selfies
of herself and her friend Jaan Maree with the pilot and 1 st
Officer of their flight from Thailand to Malaysia at the airport
terminal and later in the cockpit back in December 2011.
When one considers that Jonti Roos and her friend, both from
South Africa and who could have easily travel to Thailand via
Thai Airlines, this meeting could not have been coincidental.

So exactly who took this photo at journey’s end?
A stewardess perhaps?
CNN -- The first officer aboard the missing Malaysia Airlines
flight once invited two teenagers he just met into the cockpit
of his plane during another international flight, one of the
women told Piers Morgan Live.
Jonti Roos, who first told her story to the Australian Channel 9
program A Current Affair, said she is Facebook friends with
Fariq Ab Hamid, the first officer on Malaysia Airlines Flight
370.
Roos told CNN on Wednesday that she and a friend were
waiting for a flight in 2011 when Hamid and another pilot
asked them if they wanted to sit in the cockpit during the
flight. Roos and her friend agreed and went to their assigned
seats when they boarded. Later they were escorted to the
cockpit, she said, and they were there for the rest of the flight.
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/03/11/world/asia/malaysiaairlines-cockpit-companions/

From this chance meeting in December 2011, Jonti Roos
becomes a “Facebook friend” with 1st Officer, Fariq ab Hamid
‘Throughout the whole flight they were talking to us’, Ms Roos
said in the interview. ‘They were actually smoking, which I
don’t think they are allowed to be doing. And they were taking
photos of us in the cockpit while they were flying. I was just
completely shocked, I couldn’t believe it. We were standing in
line at the boarding gate just with everybody else and the pilot
and co-pilot walked past us and came back and asked us if we
would like to sit with them in the cockpit during the flight,’ Ms
Roos said. ‘Obviously we said yes.’
http://www.smh.com.au/world/malaysian-airlines-planecopilot-smoked-took-photos-in-cockpit-with-tourists-in-201120140312-hvhkh.html#ixzz32QFMAlO2
http://www.smh.com.au/world/malaysian-airlines-planecopilot-smoked-took-photos-in-cockpit-with-tourists-in-201120140312-hvhkh.html#ixzz32QFEl02K
http://www.smh.com.au/world/malaysian-airlines-planecopilot-smoked-took-photos-in-cockpit-with-tourists-in-201120140312-hvhkh.html

There are a couple of things wrong with Jonti Roos’
story of her flight from Thailand to KL in December
2011. The flight by the way is only about 1 hour’s
duration.
First of all passengers normally sit around in the boarding area
prior to boarding, and it is observed that the entire flight crew
grouped together first enter the aircraft so as to complete the
preparatory flight checks. So for Jonti Roos to claim they were
standing in line at the boarding gate with everybody else and
the two pilots stopped to chat with her and her friend Jaan
Maree is not fully accurate. It does raise the possibility that
they had met and got to know each other previously. The
possibility that the two girls were in fact waiting and had
positioned themselves for the meeting also cannot be
discounted.
Again, when the aircraft lands, the passengers disembark first,
while the flight crew stay onboard to complete their final flight
checks, and then about 20 to thirty minutes later, again as a
group, the flight crew leave the aircraft, walk through the
airport terminal and then board a vehicle waiting for them.
That we have two photographs of Jonti Roos outside of the
aircraft simply means that the girls instead of going to the
baggage area, waited for the crew to pose for these
photographs. All innocent perhaps, but definitely orchestrated
by the girls, not the pilots.
The other problem with Jonti Roos story is that although she
describes herself as a Facebook friend of Fariq ab Hamid, she
also states that both pilots were smoking on the job. There are
extremely strict rules in regard to “smoking” on aircraft, so
why has Jonti Roos dobbed in her Facebook friend? Were the
“smoking” allegations correct? Please remember that Jonti
Roos claimed both pilots were smoking.
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What we have with Jonti Roos’ story is a picture of an
undisciplined young man who ignores the “rules”, just
the type of person who “terrorists” would target.
*

Another entity inside Fariq ab Hamid’s cockpit
Although Piers Morgan, the British journalist with CNN got the
story of Jonti Roos, there was another CNN British journalist
who was an expert on the subject of Flight MH370, Richard
Quest.
The media, CNN
and
Richard
Quest
It
was
the
American
media
CNN that gained
the lead in the
story of Malaysian
Airlines
Flight
MH370.
Their
journalist, Richard
Quest
was
an
expert
on
the
subject. How was
Richard Quest an expert on MH370? Well, he and his crew
actually flew on the aircraft from Hong Kong to K L on 19
February 2014 with the 1st Officer Fariq Ab Hamid and filmed
the event.
http://edition.cnn.com/video/?/video/us/2014/03/08/newdayquest-malaysia-plane-search.cnn&video_referrer=
Anderson Cooper: ‘We’re now bringing in Richard Quest who
has Actually (nervous) ... COINCIDENTALLY – Anderson
changed the sentence to ‘incidentally ..’ – has been shooting a
story on the airline – Malaysia Airlines- and has spent time
with the airline’s CEO …’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yR1iArXcaPc
So, just exactly who is Richard Quest? An article from the
Jerusalem Post by Dorit Ofek-Arnon published on 25 December
2006, when Richard Quest moved from the BBC to CNN
answers that question.
http://www.jpost.com/Features/Passionate-Quest
So Richard Quest was doing a story on 19 February 2014
which involved the 1st Officer Fariq Ab Hamid of the missing
Flight MH370, that is 17 days prior to the hijacking of MH370.
That cannot be considered coincidental! The questions that
cannot be answered are: 1. When was this assignment
organised for Richard Quest? 2. Who organised this
assignment; and 3. why was it organised? The answer to the
last question is that this assignment made Richard Quest the
“expert’”on all things MH370!
http://edition.cnn.com/2014/03/14/world/asia/malaysiaairlines-pilot-profiles/
Thus it was that on Saturday 5 April, 2014, when a Chinese
ship in the Southern Indian Ocean reported that it had heard a
ping from the “missing black box” from Flight MH370, CNN had
this headline:
CNN Host accuses China of knowing where Flight 370
was all along. http://xrepublic.tv/node/8317
What was so upsetting to Richard Quest to have the Chinese
move into an area designated as an Australian-led search?
Of course the missing black box was never found, even though
pings emanating from it were supposedly continuously heard
over the next several days, but it was China’s entry into this
area which was something that the Americans, both the
government and the media could not control.

*

Richard Quest and John Raedler,
CNN’s Johnnies on the spot
In 1996, John Raedler was CNN’s man in Sydney, Australia.
In the Emergency Management, Australia seminar in March
1997, John Raedler told of how he was in Sydney on 28 April,
1996, when he heard of the Port Arthur massacre, and
immediately made efforts and was able to travel on the last
passenger airliner flying from Melbourne to Hobart.
The problem was that John Raedler had lied! He was
already in Hobart for the massacre as the last passenger
airliner to fly from Melbourne to Hobart had to put off six
passengers to make room the Victoria Police SOG’s travelling
to Hobart to participate in the siege of Seascape Cottage.
John Raedler also informed Australians that CNN had been
prepared to give the Port Arthur massacre a full three days
coverage of the event. This “Lone-nut” gun massacre in
Australia’s smallest state had been run by an MI6 assassin by
the name of Joe Vialls,
better
known
to
Americans though as Ari
ben Menashe who later
made the headlines when
his residence in Montreal
was fire-bombed on 3
December 2012, which
simply meant that Ari
ben Menashe had been
re-activated. Joe Vialls
character,
Ari
ben
Menashe is supposedly
an Iranian Jew who was
a
former
Israeli
Intelligence officer, but
was set up by the CIA in
1989. He is a con-man
extraordinaire, and the
author of the book, Profits of War. He could have played
the part of Kazem Ali perfectly.
http://www.globalresearch.ca/who-bombed-ben-menasheshouse/5314949
*
When we compare the role played by John Raedler in
the Port Arthur massacre in April 1996, and that of
Richard Quest in the Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370,
we find that the roles are nearly identical. Both
journalists are giving out the full propaganda required
for the political agenda of the day.
*
Pre-programming of the general public
for the London Bombing
In May 2004 the BBC’s Panorama program ran a story of a
“Terrorist attack” of the London Subway that mirrored almost
exactly what occurred a year later on 7 July 2005. This
enabled the media to push the required agenda - more troops
to fight in Afghanistan to fight terrorists.
*
In January and February
pre-programming of the general public
In January in America and in February in Australia ‘current
affairs’ shows did programs on the acquisition and viability of
false passports that could be obtained in Thailand. What these
programs did was to demonstrate the ease of buying either
false or stolen passports in Thailand, and thus accept a later
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story of such passports being used in a terrorist attack using a
hi-jacked Malaysian Airliner.

Preparations for an attack on Iran
There are two different targets here to consider, the two
Iranians set up to be the terrorists that will hi-jack the
Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370. The second target, to
demonstrate the security risk within Flight MH370 is the 1st
Officer Fariq ab Hamid.
This tells us that these events had been on the planning board
since 2011 at the very least. The resources used to plan and
set up all the various acts and scenes would also have been
numerous, Planning for the military exercises, that involves
the Pentagon; the US moves into the Maldives, that takes in
the Foreign Office, the political aspects of this operation, all
the little intricate parts that had to be set up to make this
Drama so realistic.

Preparations for gaining bases in the Ukraine
With the Ukraine, there had been previous attempts backed by
the George Soros Foundation fronted Colour Revolutions, but
in 2012/13 there was the duly elected pro-Russian
government under the president of the republic, Viktor
Yanukovych. Yanukovych would never permit the Ukraine to
enter NATO, let alone use Russian military bases in the
Ukraine or Crimea. He had to go.

The Revolution in Kiev
From Voltaire-net
Under the control and in the presence of US diplomats, the
Verkhovna Rada of Ukraine carried out a coup d’état, on 22
and 23 February 2014.
The Parliament first took note of the forced resignation of its
president and appointed the former head of the Ukraine
Security Service, Oleksandr Turchynov, in his place.
Then, 328 MPs out of 450 repealed the Constitution,
substituting it with that of 2004 [1], that is to say without a
referendum and in an emergency situation, thereby
contravening Articles 156 and 157 of the Constitution.
In the process, the MPs deposed the president of the republic,
Viktor Yanukovych, without complying with the impeachment
procedure and without review by the Constitutional Court, in
other words in violation of Article 111 of the Constitution.
They voted the release of former Prime Minister and billionaire
Yulia Tymoshenko sentenced to 7 years in prison for abuse of
power, and whose attorney is Oleksandr Turchinov.
Finally, the next day they proclaimed Oleksandr Turchinov
acting president, in breach of Article 112 of the Constitution.
Overstepping his interim powers, "president" Turchinov
appointed his friend Valentin Nalivaytchenko head of the
security service, and then called for a presidential election on
May 25 for which Yulia Tymoshenko should be a candidate.
The coup was immediately hailed as a "return to democracy"
(sic) by the Western powers .
*
Now revolutions do not take place overnight. There is a lot of
planning, training of troops and a variety of manipulations that
have to take place. With the ‘revolution in Kiev, the Ukraine,
which included the Crimea, with the Russian port of
Sebastopol on the Black Sea, one of Russia’s major naval
ports would be denied to Russia, or at least that would have
been the plan. So now, consider this:
From Voltaire-net:
The Prosecutor General of Russia has opened an investigation
into public calls for terrorism inside Russia posted by Dmytro
Yarosh on his website.
Nazi leader Dmytro Yarosh was appointed Deputy Secretary of
the National Security and Defence Council (body that oversees
the Ministry of Defence and the Armed Forces) in the Ukrainian
government that emerged from the coup.

Dmytro Yarosh boasted of having fought against the Russians
to defend the Islamic Emirate of Ichkeria (Chechnya). On his
website, he urged Dokka Umarov, Emir of the North Caucasus
and member of al-Qaeda to "commit extremist actions and
terror on Russian territory" in support of the "Ukrainian
revolution."
During the riots on Maidan square, Dmytro Yarosh led the
Right Sector (Pravy Sektor), an organization of 3,000 battlehardened militants armed by NATO through Poland. He staged
a fake kidnapping by police forces and declared to have fled
after being severely tortured. Refusing to show the traces of
his ordeal to journalists, he immediately left for Germany - at
Chancellor Angela Merkel’s invitation - for treatment.

*

American Warships enter the Black Sea
From Pravda. Ru 3 February 2014
The frigate USS Ramage and the flag ship of the
US Sixth Fleet, the USS Mt. Whitney, entered the Black Sea.
Recently, the ships were navigating in the Straight of
Dardanelles and the Bosphorus that separate the Black Sea
from the Mediterranean Sea by agreement with Turkey. On
board the vessels, there are more than 600 marines. The
question of whether the American vessels should enter the
territorial waters of the Russian Federation has not been
discussed yet.
The Mount Whitney has artillery weapons for self-defense and
a helicopter. The USS Ramage is equipped with tactical shock
weapons, Tomahawk missiles, anti-aircraft missiles, as well as
mine-torpedo weapons.
On January 20, Pentagon officials said they would send ships
to the Black Sea for security during the Olympic Games in
Sochi. Representatives of the agency also stressed that the
ships would approach the coast only if they received such a
request from the Russian authorities.
6 March 2014:
Turkey has given a US Navy Warship the green light to pass
through the Bosphorus within the next two days as tensions in
Ukraine’s Crimea region continue to divide world powers.
Turkish sources, speaking with the Hurriyet Daily News on
Wednesday, declined to elaborate on the name of the US
warship. The same officials told the daily on condition of
anonymity that the ship in question was not the USS George
H.W. Bush nuclear aircraft carrier as suggested in some news
reports, as it did not meet the standards specified by the 1936
Montreux Convention in terms of weight.
The US vessel to pass through the straits will meet the
convention’s standards, the sources said.
On Wednesday, the Russian Black Sea Fleet Staff confirmed to
the Itar-Tass news agency that a US destroyer was expected
to enter the Black Sea later this week.
On Sunday, Tass reported that the guided-missile frigate USS
Taylor, one of two Navy ships assigned to the Black Sea during
the Sochi Winter Olympics was still in the Turkish Black Sea
port of Samsun. The frigate was deployed on February 5 along
with the amphibious command ship, USS Mount Whitney.
According to the Montreux Convention, warships of countries
which do not border the Black Sea cannot remain in the waters
for longer than 21 days. While the USS Mount Whitney left on
February 25, the USS Taylor remained at the Turkish port,
ostensibly for repairs after running aground on February 12.
http://rt.com/news/us-warship-black-sea-966/
10 March 2014
US Navy destroyer, the USS Truxton, has crossed Turkey's
Bosphorus and entered the Black Sea. With the Crimea
Peninsula getting ready to hold a referendum on independence
from Ukraine in a week, the US is ramping up its military
presence in the region.
USS Truxton is heading to “previously planned” training
exercises with the Bulgarian and Romanian navies, AFP
reported earlier. At the same time, Fox News declared that
NATO’s bolstering presence in the Black Sea is a “defensive”
measure to counter “Russian military aggression” in Ukraine.
USS Truxton, with a crew of about 300, is an Arleigh Burke
class destroyer equipped with the Aegis combat system, which
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integrates the ship's radar, sensors and missile weapons to
engage anti-ship missile threats. The warship is part of the
USS George W. Bush Carrier Strike Group currently stationed
in Greece. The carrier is not expected to move into the Black
Sea in respect of the Montreux Convention of 1936, which
closed Turkish Bosphorus and Dardanelles for ships with
deadweight over 45,000 tons. With its 97,000 tons, the USS
George W. Bush is the world’s largest warship.
http://rt.com/news/uss-truxtun-black-sea-586/
*
The key words here are USS Truxton is heading to
“previously planned” training exercises with the
Bulgarian and Romanian navies. Then we have “NATO’s
bolstering presence in the Black Sea is a “defensive”
measure to counter “Russian military aggression” in
Ukraine.
So what we had in the Black Sea were previously planned
exercises with NATO’s defensive measures to counter expected
Russian military aggression. Aggression due to what? How
about the unelected Ukrainian government handing over
Russian bases to NATO! That just may have seen some
Russian aggression!
So what we had were the two US-run Cobra Gold and
Cape Tiger military exercises in Thailand as well as the
previously planned NATO training exercises in the Black
Sea. Now all that was needed was the catalyst to set
everything in motion.
*

Kate and William’s second honeymoon
Who is the best known and loved couple in the world at this
time? How about William and Kate Windsor, the future
king of England and his wife, Kate Middleton! Where were
William and Kate on 8 March 2014?

Prince William and Kate in Maldives for vacation
Azuhaar Abdul Azeez, Haveeru Online
Mar 06, 2014 - 05:02

prince enrolled on the ten-week course in agricultural
management on January 7, which should have seen him there
until the end of this month. [March]
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2575239/Wills-Katejet-second-honeymoon-Maldives-minus-George.html
The big question is who pushed the idea of the ‘Royals’
second honeymoon, and for baby George to be left in
the care of his maternal Grandmother?
*
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So, what would have been the world’s reaction had an
airliner, hi-jacked by two Iranian terrorists crashed into
the resort killing the Royal couple?
What would have been the emotional outburst of all the
citizens of the British Commonwealth, that somebody
would dare to murder their future King and Queen?
Would the British Prime Minister, David Cameron have
declared war against Iran? What would the British
Prime Minister have told the Israeli Knesset in his
speech on 12 March 2014?
Now Air Force 1 had been booked on 3 March 2014 to fly Mrs
Michelle Obama and her children to China from 19 to 26 March
2014.
MARCH 3, 2014, 12:12 PM EST353
First Lady Michelle Obama and daughters Sasha and Malia will
visit China on March 19-26, according to White House
statement. She will meet with the wife of Chinese President Xi
Jinping, Madame Peng. The First Lady will also visit schools
and historical sites in China to meet with students.
“During the trip to China, as on previous international trips to
Africa, Asia, Europe and Latin America, the First Lady will be
focusing on the power and importance of education, both in
her own life and in the lives of young people in both
countries," the White House statement reads.
http://talkingpointsmemo.com/livewire/michelle-obama-chinavisit-march
This booking would allow President Obama to make an
unexpected trip to China to discuss the terrorist attack
that involved the murder of 153 Chinese Nationals, and
persuade China to permit the retaliatory strikes against
Iran.
*

The hi-jacking of Flight MH370

http://www.haveeru.com.mv/news/53921
The British royal couple, Prince William and Kate Middleton
arrived in the Maldives on Thursday for a vacation.
Haveeru has learned that the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
had arrived in the Maldives at 9.45am via a British Airways
flight. The royal couple is known to be spending their vacation
at a resort in Noonu atoll.
Sources say that the royal couple's visit is going to be a weeklong one.
William and Kate, 30, had married in a glorious reception in
April 2011, after having been in a serious relationship with
each other for many years. The couple had begotten a baby
boy - Prince George - last year.
After their one week vacation in Maldives, they have planned
official trips to New Zealand and Australia, which will last three
weeks.
This second honeymoon was in fact not part of Prince
Williams normal schedule and thus it must be
considered a ‘set-up’!
“However, its timing is something of a surprise because
William was due to be studying at Cambridge University. The

At 0119 hours Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 says goodnight
to the Malaysian Air Traffic Control and prepares to switch
over to the Vietnamese Air Traffic Control. That event didn’t
happen.
17 minutes later Vietnamese Air Traffic Control
contacts the Malaysians to enquire about MH370, which has
not contacted them. Air Traffic control also notes that flight
MH370’s transponder is no longer working.
Immediately after saying ‘Good night’ to the Malaysian Air
Traffic Control, an outside force takes control of Flight MH370
and flies it to an altitude of between 43 and 45,000 feet and
depressurises the cabin. Within twenty minutes after the
oxygen masks run out of oxygen, all passengers and crew of
flight MH370 suffocate and die. At the same time Flight
MH370 is turned around and heads back towards Malaysia.
As Flight MH370 approaches the north coast of Malaysia, it
descends to around 5,000 feet, or below. Local fishermen see
this aircraft as it approaches Malaysia and report the incident.
Flight MH370 then crosses Malaysia flying over Penang, and
then turns and flies northwest up the Straits of Malacca
heading towards the Andaman Islands.
Since the ascent to 43,000 to 45,000 feet has murdered
everybody on board Flight MH370, then the only
possibility was that Flight MH370 was hi-jacked using
Boeings ‘anti-terrorist’ system. This system which
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creates an uninterruptible autopilot then permits the
plane to be flown remotely via radio or satellite links.
In simple terms, Flight MH370 has been turned into a
drone, flown by external pilots via a satellite link. Flight
MH370 is now flying at below 5,000 feet to avoid
commercial radar as it heads towards the Maldives
where it will take out the Duke and Duchess of
Cambridge on the tourist resort of Noonu Atoll.
*

The walls have ears, and the skies have eyes

With Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 flying into the South
China Sea, just below the Bay of Thailand where the American
military were conducting their war games Gold Cobra and
Cape Tiger. Whilst such military exercises are an excellent
cover and allows for confusion to reign to those watching, such
as the Malaysians, the Thais and some others, there were
others also watching the exercises with interest. These covert
observers would have included Iran, China, North Korea, and
of course Russia.
It has been observed that it took the Malaysians 17
minutes to realise that one of their airliners was
missing, and then another four hours before they
decided to do something about it, which is extremely
reminiscent of what occurred in America with 911. However at
least one of the covert observers was far more astute and
realised very quickly what was happening. They also decided
to do something about it.
*

the morning of the disappearance of the Malaysia Airlines
Flight MH370.
Whilst the disappearance of the Boeing 777 jet, carrying 239
passengers has left the whole world in bewilderment, several
residents of Kuda Huvadhoo told Haveeru on Tuesday that
they saw a low flying jumbo jet at around 6:15am on March 8.
They said that it was a white aircraft, with red stripes across it
– which is what the Malaysia Airlines flights typically look like.
A Jumbo jet has four engines, the Boeing 777 has only two.
What was so suspicious about this particular Jumbo was that it
was flying so low that the people who saw it were able to
make out the doors of this aircraft’s fuselage. This aircraft was
also reported to be flying from north to southeast, which was
not a normal flight zone.
It was obvious that this aircraft was not a commercial aircraft.
That simply means that it was a military craft. What was it
doing flying so low? We have already been told that by flying
so low, aircraft can avoid being detected by ‘commercial’
radar.
What was it doing flying so low in this particular area? Had it
been searching for something? What could it be searching for?
How about a drone that the Americans had lost? But the drone
wasn’t lost in this area, it was lost near the Andaman Islands,
and that’s the clue! The Americans didn’t know where they
had had their pocket picked, and so they had to retrace the
whole trip that the drone was to have made, but without
success, and thus at the end of the search the AWAC turned
and headed for home at Diego Garcia!

Boeing’s uninterruptible autopilot and RQ170

*

From Wikipedia:
On 4 December 2011, an American Lockheed Martin RQ-170
Sentinel unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was captured by
Iranian forces near the city of Kashmar in northeastern Iran.
The Iranian government announced that the UAV was brought
down by its cyberwarfare unit which commandeered the
aircraft and safely landed it, after initial reports from Western
news sources inaccurately claimed that it had been "shot
down".[1] The United States government initially denied the
claims but later President Obama acknowledged that the
downed aircraft was a US drone and requested Iran to return
it.[2][3]
According to unnamed U.S. officials, a U.S. UAV operated by
the Central Intelligence Agency was flying on the Afghan side
of the Afghanistan-Iran border when its operators lost control
of the vehicle.[10][11
Stephen Trimble from Flight Global assumes UAV guidance
could be targeted by 1L222 Avtobaza radar jamming and
deception system supplied to Iran by Russia.[16]
*
Apparently Boeing’s uninterruptible autopilot isn’t
uninterruptible!
*

The cargo hold fire suppression bottle

The CIA/FBI CIRG lose another drone

Flight MH370 is in reality now a drone controlled via satellite
as it flies at under 5,000 feet to avoid detection by commercial
radar. However it is still being tracked by the Malaysian
Military from stations at Butterworth and Kota Bharu. Flight
MH370 flew across Malaysia, turned northwest as it entered
the Malacca Straits heading towards the Andaman Islands, and
approximately 200 nautical miles northwest of Penang, Flight
MH370 disappeared off the military radar.
So unless 200 nautical miles is the limit of the Malaysian
military radar, which I very much doubt, then that is where
the American’s lost their Flight MH370 drone. The problem
was that the Americans were totally unaware that they
had lost their drone! How do we know that? The AWAC
sighted in the Maldives at 0630 local time - 0930 KL
time - tells us that.

On the morning of 24 March 2014, the residents of Baarah in
Haa Alif Atoll in the Maldives found what appeared to be an
expended ‘fire suppression bottle’. The first belief was this ‘fire
suppression bottle’ must have come from Flight MH370, and
that this aircraft has suffered a fire in the cargo hold. This
theory is unsustainable!
Firstly we have Raja Dalelah tell us that she saw an aircraft
lying in the water near the Andaman Islands on 8 March 2014.
From her description of the aircraft lying half submerged in the
water and then what Central Queensland University aviation
expert Ron Bishop tells us, it is apparent that there was no
structural damage to the aircraft when it landed on the ocean
near the Andaman Islands, and thus this cargo hold fire
suppression bottle cannot have come from the missing flight
MH370!
Then we have the South Australian company GeoResonance
stated they had located a possible site for the missing Flight
MH370 in the Bay of Bengal near the Andaman Islands. So
consider this; even if this fire suppressant bottle had come
from Flight MH370, then exactly how did it travel from the Bay
of Bengal, down the east coast of India, past Sri Lanka, and
then turn west to travel to Haa Alif Atoll, just 50 kilometres
from Noonu Atoll where the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge
had honeymooned in just 16 days? Divine providence or with
the help of man perhaps!
The CIA/FBI CIRG were no longer the only players in this
street, there was a pick-pocket as well.

*

Michael Hastings, General David Petraeus
and Ari ben Menashe

*
The Maldives sighting of a Jumbo jet

http://www.haveeru.com.mv/news/54062
Residents of the remote Maldives island of Kuda Huvadhoo in
Dhaal Atoll have reported seeing a "low flying jumbo jet" on

assisted him with his article.

Michael
Hastings
was
a
journalist for the Rolling Stones
magazine.
He had recently
completed an indepth article on
General David Petraeus as
Commander in Chief of US
forces in Afghanistan.
The
article did not flatter the
General, however it did indicate
that Michael Hastings had
several contacts within the
armed
services
that
had
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Just prior to his assassination on 16 June 2013, Michael
Hasting had begun working on a new story. He reportedly told
friends that he was concerned in regard to the FBI and the
attention they were giving him. Michael Hasting had much to
be concerned about.
On 16 June, 2013, Michael Hasting’s Mercedes Benz coupe
experienced a bomb explosion in the engine compartment that
pushed the engine 200 yards down the road, and the
Mercedes Benz was engulfed in flames as it rolled into a tree in
the centre medium strip of the road he was travelling on.
An article in regard to this assassination was written by
Jim Stone which was extremely telling, found at:
http://jimstonefreelance.com/hastingsmurdered.html
As I later told Deanna Spingola, Jim Stone had to be the No
1 suspect for this murder. The reason for this was that Jim
Stone was simply an alias for the British MI6 assassin, Joe
Vialls, and if a person studied the various murders that were
documented in the book, Open Verdict by Tony Collins, that
tell of various murders in the late 1970s to mid 1980s and
their association with Joe Vialls. Again, we have a very similar
scenario written by Joe Vialls in his article of May 2005 Danger Mind Controllers at work:
For a large consideration and a new Mercedes
convertible, the aggrieved scientist who discovered the
technique by accident, agreed to a cover story that the
tachistoscope was only used for one experimental film
run, involving subliminal prompts to buy Coke and
popcorn, but was not terrible successful. The Mercedes
convertible was involved in a high speed accident and
fireball just two months later. There were no survivors.
*
So Jim Stone was Joe Vialls, and as stated previously,
Americans know Joe Vialls mostly as Ari ben Menashe, and
Ari had been re-activated in early December 2012, and would
have played the role of the Iranian recruiter Kazem Ali.
It becomes even clearer once you read Jim Stone’s article
stating that Flight MH370 was landed on Diego Garcia, and
was proven as the IBM man, Philip Wood managed to hide his
mobile phone in between the cracks of his backside. And then
when Joe Vialls old‘Constitutional mate, the Strawman,
Leonard William Clampett, the former Air America pilot also
pushed the MH370 landed at Diego Garcia garbage everything
fitted.
*

General David Petraeus

“Perception” is the key, he wrote in his 1987 Princeton
dissertation: "What policymakers believe to have taken
place in any particular case is what matters — more
than what actually occurred."
Yes, it’s not what actually happens that matters — it’s
what you can convince the public it thinks happened. –
Michael Hastings quoting Gen. David Petraeus.
From Wikipedia:
David Howell Petraeus AO (/pɨˈtreɪ.əs/; born November 7,
1952, is a retired American military officer and public official.
He served as Director of the Central Intelligence Agency from
September 6, 2011,[3] until his resignation on November 9,
2012.[4] Prior to his assuming the directorship of the CIA,

Petraeus was a highly decorated four-star general, serving
over 37 years in the United States Army. His last assignments
in the Army were as commander of the International Security
Assistance Force (ISAF) and Commander, U.S. Forces
Afghanistan (USFOR-A) from July 4, 2010, to July 18, 2011.
His other four-star assignments include serving as the 10th
Commander, U.S. Central Command (USCENTCOM) from
October 13, 2008, to June 30, 2010, and as Commanding
General, Multi-National Force – Iraq (MNF-I) from February
10, 2007, to September 16, 2008.[5] As commander of MNF-I,
Petraeus oversaw all coalition forces in Iraq.[6][7]
President Barack Obama nominated Petraeus to succeed
General Stanley McChrystal as commanding general of
the International Security Assistance Force in Afghanistan,
technically a step down from his position as Commander
of United States Central Command, which oversees the
military efforts in Afghanistan, Pakistan, Central Asia, the
Arabian Peninsula, and Egypt.[14][15][16]
General Petraeus last served in Afghanistan before being made
‘Director of the CIA on 6 September 2011 until he resigned
from that office on 9 November 2012.
*
Now why would General Petraeus resign as head of the
CIA over a simple “extra-marital” affair?
What did General Petraeus write in 1987? Perception is key!
As Michael Hastings has pointed out, Petraeus’ belief is that it
is not what actually happens that matters, it’s what you can
convince the public to think happened.
All of this “perception” is what the Malaysian Airlines
Flight MH370 hijacking was all about; two Iranians or
more hijacking the plane and flying it to the Maldives,
only it never reached its final destination. The
“revolution in Kiev” and the recruitment of the Ukraine
into NATO Forces to deprive Russia of its naval bases at
Sevastopol, and also in all the destruction of the ‘BRICS’
treaty.
So, in this context, did General Petraeus resign from the Head
of the CIA over an extra-marital affair? Of course not, that was
simply a ‘cover story’ so that he could continue to work at his
specific task; the false flag operation to incite the attack on
Iran, as well as reducing Russia’s military power.
When we look at the various players, the military in Malaysia,
Thailand, Romania and Bulgaria, those former USSR states,
and then the various American politicians feting the usurpers
of the Ukrainian government, there can be no doubt that it
was an entirely American affair assisted only in part by their
ally, the British government.
We look at the FBI, particularly the CIRG, and the concerns of
Michael Hastings before his assassination, and then we have
the very same FBI CIRG directing the search for the Malaysian
Airlines Flight MH370, in all the wrong places.
We look at the conman Kazem Ali who obtained all the
required paperwork for the two naive Iranians, and then when
things went belly up explained it all so nicely to the media and
the Malaysian government, and realise he could only have
been Ari ben Menashe, aka Joe Vialls and Jim Stone.
And conducting all of these various players was General
David Petraeus (ret.) the former head of the CIA, who
believes that “Perception is the key”.

___________________________________
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No Palestine without Imam Khomeini's assistance
14:48 | 11\03\1393

Without the late Imam Khomeini's assistance from his principled stance, the Palestinians
would have already been fully scattered around the world, and their territory would have
been swallowed up by the imperialist-backed global Zionist forces.
Gerald Fredrick Töben, German-born Australian citizen
and founder and former director of the Adelaide
Institute was speaking to Qudsna reporter on the 25th
demise anniversary of the late founder of the Islamic
Republic, said ‘I extend my best wishes to the Iranian
people who have held firm to the ideals that found
expression in 1979 when the late Imam Khomeini
succeeded in liberating his people from colonial
bondage.’
Asking about how do you see the role of Islamic
Republic of Iran in the Palestinian issue, he said ‘IR
Iran plays the most important role of any country in the
Middle East because it is not beholden to any power for
governance, as is the case with the Arabic-speaking oilproducing countries that bend to Israel's pressure.
Iran's principled stance on Palestine throughout the
past 3 decades has remained clear and this has caused
the Palestinians to mature through their divisive politics
that has been fuelled by anti-Palestinian powers in the
world.’
Pointing to the role of late Imam Khomeini in reviving
the Palestinian issue, Toben said, ‘Without the late
Imam Khomeini's assistance from his principled stance,
the Palestinians would have already been fully scattered
around the world, and their Territory would have been
swallowed up by the imperialist-backed global Zionist
forces that find their strength in the Anglo-American
cabal.’
Referring to the agreement between Palestinian
factions for formation of national unity government,
Toben also said, ‘It is high time that the Palestinians
speak with one voice and that they do not let
themselves be lulled into a false sense of security by

Israel and its western-backed allies. Palestine must
speak with one voice because only then can effective
work on a nation state be adopted by all Palestinians,
those living in the West Bank, in Gaza and those spread
all over the world.’
Speaking to Qodsna reporter about the future of Zionist
regime amid increasing the regime’s isolation in the
world, he said, ‘what is currently happening is that the
Zionist regime will continue to undermine world peace
movements in order to foment conflict that will then
deflect focus from its own problems. For example, the
Ukrainian troubles suits Israel because this involves the
USA-Europe against Russia and so the world focus is on
that region and away from the Middle East, and the
Zionists can continue to expand their territory and
claim Eretz Israel - Greater Israel.
Of interest is the following article that spells out the
actual plan of setting up a Talmudic-Law state, which
exposes the "Zionist" label as a fraudulent distraction
from the real aim of "JEWISH SUPREMACISM" in the
"HOLY LAND", which means that IR IRAN must
strengthen itself to defeat this evil monstrosity called
Israel.
It is not possible to compromise with such a mindset
and thus there will be massive demands made on
Iranians to defeat this plan of a TALMUD state in the
region. Will the younger generation of Iranians
recognize this danger? Only if the thoughts of the late
Imam Khomeni, and Iranian wisdom generally, is
brought in to help bring about peace in Palestine.’
http://english.qodsna.com/NewsPage.aspx?newsid=12
2417

Anthony Lawson·60 videos
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Israel's Apologists:

Jon Faine is at it Again
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xs1L4nVRWXM
Published on June 1, 2014
Jon Faine, of Radio 774 ABC Melbourne, interviews and
He is a gatekeeper for Israel, and has no business
insults former Australia Liberal prime minister Malcolm
being in front of a microphone in the studios of the
Fraser, in the process attempting to defend the
publicly-funded Australian Broadcast Corporation.
indefensible, Israel.
In his book, Dangerous Allies, Mr Fraser's suggests that
NOTES & LINKS
it is time for Australia to formulate its own foreign
A recoding of the radio broadcast of May 9th,
policy and not, in future—as Captain Kirk might have
2014 featuring Jon Faine, Damien Kingsbury and
put it—To blindly go where its current allies seek to
Malcolm Fraser can be found here:
lead it (my phrase, not Mr Fraser's).
http://tunein.com/topic/?TopicId=7312...
Faine is almost as rude and overbearing to this guest as
Aussie Trades Unionist Exposes 9/11 Cover up
he was towards Kevin Bracken, who was (at the time I
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BziwlF...
made a video about his encounter with Faine), Victorian
Friends of Israel — Enemies Inside the Gates
Branch Secretary of the Maritime Union and the
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Untixe...
President of the Victorian Trades Hall Council and was
Jon Snow UK Television cuts the mike on an
attempting to point out some of the many anomalies in
Israeli spokesman as they debate Gaza
the official 9/11 report, but was prevented from doing
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vdpcbg...
so by Faine's obnoxious monologues.
AIPAC: The Voice of America — Part 2 The
In this video, I show excerpts from the Kevin Bracken
Treasonous Dollar Drain
video, which was uploaded in October, 2010, as well as
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eQE1Fe...
from Friends of Israel — Enemies Inside the Gates,
Complain to the ABC about Jon Faine here:
from which Jon Faine appears to have learned nothing.
http://www.abc.net.au/contact/complai...

___________________________________________
Carolyn Yeager mailer@carolynyeager.net
Monday, 2 June 2014 7:45 AM

Listen to The Heretics's Hour Monday at 8pm Central

Traitors and Misfits
Monday, June 2nd, at 8pm Central U.S. time (9 Eastern, 6 Pacific) live on Carolyn's Blog Talk Channel.
I begin my series with a look at some recent activity at the website Majority Rights. Some blog posts,
some podcasts and some comments have drawn my attention, specifically with reference to Germans,
Adolf Hitler and “Nazisim,” as it's called there. Many of my shows under this heading “Traitors and
Misfits” will be about historical persons – that was my starting place - but some, as this one, will look at
a few actors in our current milieu. See you then, Carolyn Yeager

Carolyn Yeager - http://carolynyeager.net/category/newsletter/carolyn-yeager
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